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Abstract
The standardized preanalytical code (SPREC) aggregates warm ischemia (WIT), cold ischemia (CIT), and fixation
times (FIT) in a precise format. Despite its growing importance underpinned by the European in vitro diagnostics
regulation or broad preanalytical programs by the National Institutes of Health, little is known about its empirical
occurrence in biobanked surgical specimen. In several steps, the Tissue Bank Bern achieved a fully informative
SPREC code with insights from 10,555 CIT, 4,740 WIT, and 3,121 FIT values. During process optimization
according to LEAN six sigma principles, we identified a dual role of the SPREC code as a sample characteristic
and a traceable process parameter. With this preanalytical study, we outlined real-life data in a variety of organs
with specific differences in WIT, CIT, and FIT values. Furthermore, our FIT data indicate the potential to adapt the
SPREC fixation toward concrete paraffin-embedding time points and to extend its categories beyond 72 h due to
weekend delays. Additionally, we identified dependencies of preanalytical variables from workload, daytime, and
clinics that were actionable with LEAN process management. Thus, streamlined biobanking workflows during the
day were significantly resilient to workload peaks, diminishing the turnaround times of native tissue processing
(i.e. CIT) from 74.6 to 46.1 min under heavily stressed conditions. In conclusion, there are surgery-specific
preanalytics that are surgico-pathologically limited even under process optimization, which might affect bio-
marker transfer from one entity to another. Beyond sample characteristics, SPREC coding is highly beneficial for
tissue banks and Institutes of Pathology to track WIT, CIT, and FIT for process optimization and monitoring
measurements.
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Introduction

Documentation of preanalytical variables for biological
material has become increasingly important in recent
years due to growing concerns about the reproducibil-
ity of research results in the domain of personalized
medicine [1,2]. This is also reflected in the in vitro
diagnostics (IVD) regulation implemented by the
European Union, which obliges companies to outline
the applicable preanalytical framework for their diag-
nostic test. Pathology laboratories, which are at the
source of the material, rarely track relevant time

points for preanalytical data generation, or quantita-
tively outline the real-life range of preanalytical vari-
ability in which robust biomarker development should
function [3].
Preanalytical variables describe the processing of

biomaterials before they enter the analytical phase in a
research or clinical setting. Some of those variables
have proven to have striking effects on readouts in
the analysis of DNA [4–9], RNA [8,10–13], proteins
[14–16], posttranslational modifications [17,18], and
many more derivatives. The importance of preanalytics
has been highlighted in huge collaborative projects
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like the Cancer Genome Project (TCGA), which neces-
sitate samples with excellent RNA quality (using RNA
integrity number [RIN] values as surrogate markers) on
the one hand, and histopathological control requiring
high tumor content on the other. Preanalytical pro-
grams launched by the National Institutes of Health
(NIH) currently try to unravel the robustness and vari-
ability of biomarkers under different conditions [19].
These projects underpin the importance of quality
issues for subsequent upscaled multiomics research
[20] but conceptually miss one essential element: the
standards of routine preanalytical data stemming from
routine pathology laboratories.
The standard pre-analytical code (SPREC) unifies

the most critical variables potentially affecting each
biospecimen in designated categories [21,22]. For solid
tissue, the code describes warm ischemia time (WIT),
cold ischemia time (CIT), fixation time (FIT) and type,
the duration of storage, and storage temperatures. Inter-
national and national associations like the International
Society for Biological and Environmental Repositories
(ISBER), Biobanking and BioMolecular resources
Research Infrastructure – European Research Infrastruc-
ture Consortium as well as, in our case, the Swiss
Biobanking Platform (SBP) strongly support the adher-
ence to SPREC. However, the arbitrarily defined ische-
mia and fixation times of the SPREC code are not
corrected for their empirical occurrence [21]. This is due
to a lack of knowledge about the SPREC variables in
Institutes of Pathology and even biobanks. For instance,
in 2017, none of the participating internationally
advanced tissue banks in Switzerland were able to pro-
vide all the informative data required for a complete
SPREC code, mostly failing in data about fixation times
[23]. Tracking the starting time for the point of fixation
in the surgical environment or during biopsy, and its end
by tracking the paraffin-embedding time point matters,
but is rarely performed due to interdisciplinary obstacles
or a lack of laboratory tracking systems.
Process optimization and monitoring that takes place

in tissue banks regularly outperforms ad hoc self-made
collections in terms of quality management. Optimized
processes help minimize some of the external influences
on tissue quality by implementing procedures such as
snap freezing within the surgical theater [24,25], the use
of particular fixatives [26], and the exclusion of inferior
biospecimens. There are several methods and systems for
laboratory process optimization. In our case, LEAN six
sigma management was applied [27]. Few real-life data
have been published, but surgical and pathological
grossing processes might form the limits of achievable
SPREC values. Notably, research restricted to the
highest quality samples could introduce biases toward

preselected specimen types (e.g. short surgery times) and
reflect less realistic sample processing from routine clini-
cal settings.
The Tissue Bank Bern (TBB) successively integrated

monitoring for clamping, resection, and fixation time
points, thus giving access to the data of n > 12,500 pro-
cess samples offering valuable information including
routine formalin fixation times.
With this study, we aim to: (1) outline our real-life

preanalytical data set as a possible standard template
for pathology institutes with frozen section units and
(2) highlight how parameters such as workload, day-
time, laboratory logistics, and organ-specific differences
can affect the dynamics of preanalytical variables.

Materials and methods

Organization
At the University Bern, biobanking was installed with
the foundation of the TBB in 2003. The facility is
hosted by the local Institute of Pathology and, together
with the recently established liquid BioBank of the
University Hospital Bern, forms the joined Biobank
Bern. TBB is responsible for the collection, the pro-
cessing, and documentation of newly delivered bio-
specimens for further use in research under the umbrella
of a quality management system and the concept of
Biobanking 3.0 [28]. The acquisition of samples is
performed by trained residents, histopathology techni-
cians, and employees of the TBB. Access to samples is
governed through written applications, the contributing
clinics, and the regulations by a local steering commit-
tee. Additional project-related services are offered by the
Translational Research Unit of the Institute of Pathol-
ogy. TBB is attributed the OPTIMA label of the SBP,
which relies on the ISO norm 20387 [29].

Cohort description
Data on biobanked specimens were gathered from
2003 to 2019. In total, 12,674 samples with complete
data points were actionable. The number of depart-
ments contributing specimens for biobanking rose over
time, providing a vast range of different topographies.
In 2019, we collected �1,800 different samples, which
corresponds to �5% of all histological diagnostics
requests with mainly surgical resections as the source
of specimens. The cohort can thus be regarded as rep-
resentative of any Institute of Pathology providing fro-
zen section or tissue biobanking facilities. Details of
the collection are outlined in Figure 1 and Table 1.
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Time point definition of WIT, CIT, and FIT
The following time points are routinely collected at the
TBB: clamping time (if applicable), resection time,
delivery from surgical theater, reception time at pathol-
ogy, end of fresh processing (freezing/start of fixation),
and paraffin embedding (cessation of fixation). The first
three values are dependent on interdisciplinary work
with the contributing clinics, which originate these mea-
surements. The three latter values were measured in the
Pathology Department. WIT is defined as the difference
between clamping and resection, and CIT extends from
resection to the end of fresh tissue processing. FIT is
defined as extending from the end of fresh processing
until paraffin embedding for corresponding additional
formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) blocks.

The essential values of the SPREC code 3.0 are
displayed in Table 2. Local time measurements were
made to the minute using local radio-controlled clocks
at both sites (clinic and pathology) in the early years
and then a shift toward computer-based network time
protocol time logs. Manual data entry was consistently
based on paper notification and in 2015 shifted toward
the electronic ordering system (Ixserv, ix.mid GmbH,
Cologne, Germany).

Data monitoring
Continual data monitoring took place on a weekly
basis during the registration of a sample entry.
Obvious mistakes in documentation (e.g. resulting in

Figure 1. Growth and content of TBB. (A) Histogram of growth of collection in number of samples collected per year. Red dots indicate
the coverage of available WIT, blue dots indicate CIT, and green dots indicate FIT. Major events affecting the biobank collection are
highlighted with diamonds along the timescale; TAT, turnaround time. (B) Number of samples within the TBB sorted by topography, with
bubble size corresponding to number of cases. The color grouping of bubbles shows origin from different clinics.

139Real-life dynamics of the SPREC code
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negative values in WIT, CIT, and FIT) were con-
sidered not applicable. Additionally, surgeries
without blood clamping could not contribute to
WIT data gathering. When single values were miss-
ing, WIT, CIT, and FIT could not be calculated.
Detailed information about time stamp data collec-
tion can be taken from Table 1. In total, 10,555
CIT, 4,740 WIT, and 3,121 FIT values were acces-
sible for this study.

Process optimization with LEAN six sigma
LEAN optimization of the TBB took place in 2016.
A thorough analysis of the internal processes took place
according to the principles of six sigma (6S). We ana-
lyzed the complete biobanking process within the Insti-
tute of Pathology, University of Bern, from the
resection in the surgical theater, reception of the speci-
men until long-term storage with process description
according to our local, national (SBP), and international
(ISBER) quality standards. We identified influencing
factors, workload peaks, and organizational aspects in
order as the main bottlenecks for quick-freezing pro-
cesses. We optimized supporting platforms for measure-
ments, with an additional fresh material working space,
short distances to freezing, and regular training sessions
for laboratory and medical staff, with staggered lunch
breaks for the team, since many specimens were regis-
tered in the Pathology Department between 1100 and
1300 h. We standardized our processes toward achiev-
able time frames with the goal of 20 min hands-on time
until final freezing in-house to achieve a total CIT <1 h.
We sustained this process by measuring turnaround
times on a weekly basis and outlining the results for the
team using a traffic light system for the average and lon-
gest CIT values. Outliers were treated as critical

Table 1. Sample characteristics

Feature
Freq N (%) or
mean (range)

Total samples 12,674 (100%)
Department
Gynecology 4,951 (39.1%)
Head and Neck 474 (3.7%)
Neurosurgery 1,178 (9.3%
Thoracic Surgery 1,346 (10.6%)
Urology 2,787 (22.0%)
Visceral Surgery 1,748 (13.8%)
Other 190 (1.5%)

Experience level
Learning phase (up to 100 specimens provided) 790 (6.2%)
Experienced phase (>100 specimens provided) 11,884 (93.8%)

Processing day
Monday 1,926 (15.2%)
Tuesday 3,434 (27.1%)
Wednesday 3,002 (23.7%)
Thursday 2,396 (18.9%)
Friday 1,910 (15.1%)
Saturday 4 (<1%)
Sunday 2 (<1%)

Processing hour
8–9 227 (1.8%)
9–10 1,117 (8.8%)
10–11 1,567 (12.4%)
11–12 2,229 (17.6%)
12–13 2,190 (17.3%)
13–14 1,638 (12.9%)
14–15 1,305 (10.3%)
15–16 1,209 (9.5%)
16–17 748 (5.9%)
17–18 243 (1.9%)
Other 38 (<1%)

LEAN optimization
Before 6,359 (50.2%)
After 6,315 (49.8%)

Workload
Average per day 5.93 (1–19)
Average per month 101.65 (10–196)

Time stamps
Surgical clamping 5,888 (46.5%)
Surgical resection 10,993 (86.7%)
Delivery from surgery 9,850 (77.7%)
Registration pathology 12,509 (98.7%)
Endpoint fresh processing 12,134 (95.7%)
Paraffin embedding 3,087 (24.4%)

Table 2. Essential parameters of the SPREC code 3.0 applicable to
this study, incomplete excerpt from Betsou et al [21]
Feature Category Time

WIT A <2 min
B 2–10 min
C 10–20 min
D 20–30 min
E 30–60 min
F >60 min
X Unknown

CIT A RT <2 min
B RT 2–10 min
C RT 10–20 min
D RT 20–30 min
E RT 30–60 min
F RT 60 min to 3 h
G RT 3–6 h
H RT 6–12 h
I RT >12 h
X Unknown

FIT A <15 min
B 15 min to 1 h
C 1–4 h
D 4–8 h
E 8–24 h
F 24–48 h
G 48–72 h
H >72 h
X Unknown

Note: RT, room temperature.

140 M Skowronska et al
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incidents and followed up in detail. Barcoding with tube
systems (Fluid X, Azenta Life Sciences, Chelmsford,
MA, USA) was introduced for safety, as well as work-
ing space equipment at S2-level with masks and metal
gloves as personal gear. Elements outside the Institute
of Pathology such as intrasurgery optimization affecting
WIT, or the logistics of transport affecting CIT, were
not part of the LEAN process optimization.

Data export and categories
Data entry takes place in the regular laboratory informa-
tion system of the Institute of Pathology (PathoWin
plus, Basys Data, Basel, Switzerland). This allows data
export with differing parameters and includes informa-
tion on SNOMED coded topographies of the biobanked
organ, and the dates and contributing clinics.

Statistics
Descriptive statistics regarding frequencies and per-
centages are provided as histograms and bubble charts.
Correlations were calculated with Pearson’s correlation
coefficient. ANOVA and Student’s t-test were used to
search for differences. Significance was outlined at
P values of <0.05 and indicated with asterisks as fol-
lows: ***p < 0.001, **p < 0.001, and *p < 0.01.

Results

Types and amount of material collected in TBB
The material collection steadily increased from an average
<300 samples per year in 5 years after inception to >1,500
samples in the last 5 years (Figure 1A). Associated
preanalytical time points are available for �37% of sam-
ples with regard toWIT – as this is not applicable for every
surgical intervention – and �83% for CIT, indicating a
high documentation level of completed data points. In
2018, we introduced the tracking of FIT for corresponding
FFPE blocks, thus providing FIT for �24% of all speci-
mens. Sampling was performed from surgically active
clinics at the Bern University Hospital. The major contri-
butions are gynecological, urological, and visceral surgery
specimens (75%). In recent years, an increasing number of
clinics followed the official tissue biobanking procedure
on campus. The topography of samples and size of collec-
tion are highlighted in Figure 1B.

Distribution patterns within the SPREC code variables
The distribution of WIT, CIT, and FIT values from
biobanked samples is represented in Figure 2. In brief,
ascending letters indicate longer durations. For exact

definitions, we refer to the SPREC code [21]. The
WIT values in total are mainly distributed in SPREC
categories B 34%, C 24%, D 15%, and E 15%; CIT of
the samples fell mainly in the SPREC categories
E 36%, D 24%, F 21%, and C 16%; while FIT showed
the greatest spread of values across SPREC categories
F 43.6%, E 25%, H 20%, and G 11%.
Under these real-life conditions, SPREC showed a

tendency toward standardized and optimized values
for WIT and CIT for a surgery-driven hospital-
integrated biobank, which can be appreciated with sin-
gle peaks in the histogram. This does not apply to FIT
values, however, which show tremendous undulations.
Notably, the proposed thresholds within SPREC were
chosen to represent working days (24, 48, and 72 h, E,
F, and G, respectively) but do not take into consider-
ation the tissue processing steps within the vacuum
infiltration tissue processors, nor the stopping of fixa-
tion at paraffin embedding. This results in an apprecia-
ble shift of 4–6 h against the proposed SPREC
timelines (Figure 2C).

Distribution of core preanalytical values and organ
dependency on ischemia times
Differences in surgical procedures explain WIT differ-
ences. Short access and removal times are observed for
breast (mean WIT = 10.4 min) or thyroid glands (mean
WIT = 12.1 min) in comparison to deep anatomic struc-
tures, for example, the prostate (mean WIT = 34.4 min)
or rectum (mean WIT = 39.9 min).
Pathological grossing causes major differences in

CIT depending on organ and tissue type. Short CIT
occurs in superficial tumors such as oral carcinomas
(mean CIT = 25.3 min) and the thyroid (mean
CIT = 32.1 min). This is contrasted by prolonged pro-
cesses due to inking, pinning, and initial grossing steps,
for example, in esophagus (mean CIT = 48.9 min) and
soft tissue tumors (mean CIT = 44.4 min).
FIT as a preanalytical variable is particularly depen-

dent on tissue properties and clinical decision-making.
For instance, the thyroid gland has shorter fixation
times and most of the samples fall into category E
(91%). Process definition by the laboratory based on
microtomic performance on specific tissue types is the
main driver of different FIT schedules. In general,
some tissues need to harden more (breast mean
FIT = 63.2 h) or have properties as unique barriers
(placenta mean FIT = 64.4 h), which significantly dif-
fer from wet (thyroid mean FIT = 21.9 h) or smaller
samples (hypophysis mean FIT = 39.0 h). In sum-
mary, all three parameters of WIT, CIT, and FIT are

141Real-life dynamics of the SPREC code
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highly dependent on topography (ANOVA p < 0.001
each, respectively).

Weekday dependency of preanalytics
Next, we tested for weekday dependencies. Most sur-
geries at our hospital are performed on Tuesdays and
Wednesdays, leading to elevated burdens (Table 1),
which translate into higher preanalytical values (see

also workload dependency below). Differences in WIT
and CIT resulted in very small but significant ranges
from 23.6 to 26.3 min for WIT, 45.1 to 48.6 min for
CIT across the week (ANOVA p < 0.001), which are
only appreciable in the violin plots used to visualize
the number of cases and corresponding times by week-
day (Figure 3). Notably, fixation times behave
completely differently now that same day processing
in pathology is not taking place on a regular basis.

Figure 2. Distribution of ischemia and fixation times in total collection and among most common topographies. (A) WIT = red;
(B) CIT = blue; and (C) FIT = green. SPREC in its defined categories is depicted along the timeline with gray horizontal lines marking the
thresholds. The right part of the graph shows the distribution of SPREC code among different topographies. ANOVA across all specimens
revealed significance for organ dependencies for WIT, CIT, and FIT, each p < 0.001, respectively (***).

142 M Skowronska et al
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This leads to a notably broad range of 35.8–76.4 h of
fixation with two noticeable FIT peaks per day with a
very strong effect of weekend processes. Interestingly,
this also takes place on Thursdays, with the most
stretched range of fixation hours. As expected, the dif-
ferences in FIT are highly significant (ANOVA
p < 0.001).

Daytime dependency of preanalytics
In the hourly sample, registration time-stamps, and
workload peaks are obvious during lunchtime (defined
from 1100 to 1400 h), in which 47.8% of samples are
registered. The difference in CIT across the complete
cohort analyzed shows an average 1.5 min delay dur-
ing lunchtimes per specimen (p = 0.037), and
although this is short, it should be seen in the context
of a theoretical optimum of 20 min in-house handling
time. WIT and FIT were not significantly different
over the course of the day.

Preanalytical variables depending on clinic
Looking at differences of the contributing clinics and
departments, the above-mentioned organ-specific
effects affect the variables WIT, CIT, and FIT, but
the process-dependent logistics also come into play.
In well-established long-standing clinical–pathology
collaborations between clinics and the Pathology
Department, the influence of LEAN management
resulted in a significant decrease in cold ischemia. In
our case, this applied to the Departments of Gynecol-
ogy, Head and Neck, Visceral and Thorax Surgery
(Figure 4).
Against this trend, we observed counter-intuitive

prolonged periods after LEAN implementation in other
more recently contributing clinics such as neurosur-
gery as an outlier. In this particular case, clinical train-
ing in the assessment of time points (e.g. definition of
resection status) or logistics had yet to be optimized.
As a consequence, a training phase was defined for all
new clinics, whereby the first n = 100 samples acted
as a learning phase. These were removed from the fol-
lowing calculations.
LEAN process optimization was dedicated to the

frozen section unit in pathology and did not cover
intersectoral optimization. The focus should therefore
be placed on CIT values (Figure 4). The CIT improve-
ment was highly significant in the experienced collab-
oration phase with contributing clinics, from 47.9 to
45.2 min (Student’s t-test, p < 0.001).

Figure 3. Dependency of ischemia and FIT by weekday. Violin
plots for (A) WIT = red; (B) CIT = blue; and (C) FIT = green on
different working days. ANOVA showed no significant differences
for WIT but, to a very small but significant degree of 3 min, pro-
crastination on Friday – **p = 0.001 for CIT. Notably, the biggest
effects can be seen in FIT with regular ‘two-peaked’ distributions
and pronounced shifts close to weekends with significantly
stretched FIT, ***p < 0.001. The shift on Thursdays is the biggest,
as either next day processing or 72 h prolongation takes place.

143Real-life dynamics of the SPREC code
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Reduced caseload dependency of preanalytics after
LEAN optimization
Before LEAN introduction, the workload correlated
positively with an extended CIT (R values 0.237,
0.358, 0.372 for daily, monthly, or yearly data, each
p < 0.001). Short WIT inversely correlated with a
higher workload due to the higher number of possi-
ble surgeries (R values �0.76; �0.103, �0.107 for
daily, monthly, or yearly data, each p < 0.001). FIT

had not been measured before LEAN process
optimization.
Notably, this correlation for CIT disappeared after

LEAN optimization (R values 0.000, 0.012, �0.06 for
daily, monthly, or yearly data, each p > 0.05). The cor-
relation between reduced WIT and more surgeries
remained at lower levels on a daily basis after LEAN
introduction (R value �0.065, p = 0.001). The addi-
tionally gathered fixation times could not be controlled

Figure 4. Dependency of ischemia and FIT from contributing clinics and LEAN effects. Boxplots highlight (A) WIT in minutes; (B) CIT in
minutes; and (C) FIT in hours, averaged per main contributing clinics listed at the bottom of the graph. An additional separation in pre-
and post-LEAN measurements (before and after, respectively) can be appreciated for WIT and CIT data. As FIT data were introduced after
LEAN optimization, only single boxplots are depicted per clinic. The asterisks indicate the P values from ANOVA tests for the complete
set and Student’s t-test for side-by-side comparisons. Significances are shown as ***p < 0.001, **p = 0.001, and *p = 0.01, respectively.

144 M Skowronska et al
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against LEAN optimization but could be controlled
against workload dependencies. Lower values for
higher workloads (R values �0.233, �0.048, �0.097
for daily, monthly, or yearly data, each p < 0.001)
indicated faster processing.
Moreover, we later used the mean case numbers per

day (n = 6, range 1–19) to split the low and heavy
workloads on a daily basis. Before LEAN optimization,
the mean CIT differed between 43.9 min for daily low
workload versus 74.6 min for days with a heavy work-
load: Student’s t-test, p < 0.001. After LEAN optimiza-
tion, this difference with values of 43.7 min versus
46.1 min was negligible; Student’s t-test, p = 0.576.
In summary, LEAN process management enabled the
tissue biobank to be more resilient to higher volumes of
incoming specimens and increased workloads
(Figure 4).

Discussion

Dual role of ischemia times as a quality and
process indicator
Achieving informative SPREC values for biobanks is a
great challenge. SPREC outlines unknown parameters
with an ‘X’. The tissue bank has progressed from the
less informative SPREC ‘TIS-SRG-X-X-NBF-X-P’,
which indicates a regular neutral buffered formalin-fixed
paraffin block from a surgical intervention, to a more
informative state by completing all data for CIT,
WIT, and FIT. The most prevalent SPREC code during
our study was ‘TIS-SRG-B-E-NBF-F-P’, which adds
2–10 min WIT, 30–60 min CIT, and 24–48 h FIT to the
former. Even if this value has been derived from a single
center in this study, it could serve as a template for many
other Institutes of Pathology that organize biobanking
activities in association with frozen section units. It may
also serve as an important target preanalytical range for
legal administrative procedures such as the novel IVD
regulations [3]. Biomarker development should show
robustness for exactly these routine conditions.
As long as biobanks cannot provide a complete infor-

mative SPREC for every sample, preanalytical effects
in biomarker research will never be known. Notably,
systematic analysis with multiple sample taking per sur-
gical specimen is currently taking place in a huge NIH
series [19]. The study is conceptualized as an ex vivo
experiment with the immediate aliquoting of material.
Variations in WIT cannot be surgically planned. The
envisioned time points of CIT include long values of up
to 12 h, outside the good clinical practice of either

quick delivery to a Pathology Department or fixation in
the surgical theater. A regular setting for FIT is
suggested as 10–12 h, which might apply to biopsy
specimens, but might be two- to six-fold longer for sur-
gical specimens according to our data. Prolonged fixa-
tion times due to holidays or long transportation
processes could also go beyond the highest value of
72 h. The proposed concept therefore neither corre-
sponds to SPREC 3.0 nor to our real-life data [19,21].
A major finding of our study was that several fac-

tors affect WIT, CIT, and FIT data, such as workload,
daytime, laboratory logistics, topography, and contrib-
uting clinics. A thorough awareness of differences for
the diseases being investigated, and the site-specific
circumstances, is therefore crucial. Figure 2 could help
interested researchers to identify prototypic SPREC
codes for their target entity. As a consequence, indi-
vidual SPREC labeling for every sample should take
place and is an excellent quality parameter. This could
be reported within amended REMARK tables for
cohort descriptions [30].
In addition to the scientific value of SPREC, biobanks

receive process-related data with the continuous moni-
toring of WIT, CIT, and FIT. Outliers such as unrealistic
WIT values, delayed time to freezing, and over-fixation
due to holidays and so on could immediately lead to
behavioral and organizational change for biobanks.

LEAN management for process improvements and
standardization
Systematic measurements, which we undertook with
LEAN management in the TBB tissue bank [27],
could be considered for improvement. Our measure-
ments focused on native tissue processing within the
Institute of Pathology, at the University of Bern. As
expected, it was mainly CIT values that could be
changed. The sustainable streamlining of processes
improved the CIT values substantially and particularly
helped the biobank to cope with heavy workloads.
Furthermore, process optimization could be planned
beyond the Pathology Department and include the sur-
gical theater and transportation systems. Technical
innovations such as automatic formalin dispensing
systems (e.g. UltraSAFE, Abacus DX, Auckland,
New Zealand) will not only improve safety and quality
in the surgical theater but also provide the further nec-
essary time stamps to calculate realistic FIT values.

Limitations of our study
Our study is limited to routine surgical resections at
one hospital site and might depend on local
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organization and conditions of the healthcare system.
Our biobank does not contain biopsy specimens, which
are regularly processed very quickly and are exposed to
the risk of under-fixation or shift to predominantly alco-
holic fixation [31]. Additionally, we are aware that par-
ticularly FIT might further vary if specimens from
external medical departments are collected via long-
distance transportation or the postal system. Our
study also did not systematically investigate biological
parameters such as RIN values [32], phosphoprotein
amounts [33], or hypoxia-induced factors [16,34] as
known actionable biomarkers for preanalytic research.
An outreach to other biobanks and Institutes of Pathol-
ogy in a multicentric way is warranted to develop a pic-
ture close to routine healthcare processes.

Real-life data as a challenge for the SPREC code 3.0
According to our data, some SPREC code variables are
very unlikely to occur in the routine setting of surgical
specimens. Almost no A or F values occur for WIT,
indicating a WIT below 2 min, or clamping times lon-
ger than 1 h. Direct resections without clamping, how-
ever, as well as biopsies, could be referred to group A
with WIT below 2 min.
The same is true for CIT. Ultrasnap freezing such as

category ‘A’ can be performed with additional measure-
ments within the surgical theater, but it does not apply
for routine pathology settings. We experienced the intro-
duction of SPREC 3.0 as a challenge, because tempera-
ture was added as a separate parameter allowing for
cooling to 4 �C instead of room temperature to CIT as
time parameter. Interestingly, this feature is solved by
adding a number ‘4’ after the main CIT category. Tem-
perature monitoring would notably be interesting for
FIT as well, which has yet to be integrated. From our
point of view, temperature values should be kept sepa-
rated from other parameters in order to be more mean-
ingful. Our optimization steps resulted in no tissues
beyond 6 h CIT. Categories H and I were therefore not
applicable in our setting; however, late night surgeries
with closed tissue banking facilities or accidental situa-
tions are possible. Again, these scenarios do not reflect
typical surgical–pathological workflows, where immedi-
ate fixation is recommended over cooling only.
Our results indicate that FIT peaks might be better

covered when adding 4 h on the top of SPREC thresh-
olds longer than 1 day. A category of 4 days is
warranted as particular Thursday samples might receive
such long FIT values. In consequence, ‘E’ = 8–28 h;
‘F’ = 28–52 h; ‘G’ = 52–76 h; ‘H’ = 76–100 h; and a
new ‘I’ >100 h would thus be recommended.

Take home messages for biobanks and Institutes of
Pathology
With this study, we show that fully informative SPREC
implementation is possible for any Institute of Pathol-
ogy. Whereas WIT and CIT could be organ-specific
optimized, the greatest variation will remain with FIT.
This focus should be encountered by the novel legisla-
tion processes such as the European IVD regulations
that demand specifications of preanalytical variables for
biomarker testing [3]. As shown in this study, LEAN
process management might be considered to reduce
turnaround times by reducing waiting times, avoiding
batch effects, and workload dependencies as sources of
delay [27]. Establishing the documentation of relevant
time points comes at low costs and will be more and
more retrievable from laboratory information systems in
an automated way. In summary, the SPREC code not
only characterizes biospecimen but also provides
biobanks and Institutes of Pathology with a highly valu-
able parameter for process optimization.
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